Abstract
Introduction and preliminaries
The following familiar infinite series
is named afterÉmile Leonard Mathieu (1835-1890), who investigated it in his 1890 monograph [11] on elasticity of solid bodies. The alternating version of (1.1) reads
n−1 2n (n 2 + r 2 ) 2 r ∈ R ; (1. 2) it has been introduced by Pogány et al. in [13] . Closed integral representations of the series S(r) [8] and S(r) [13] Another kind integral representations can be found also in the recent articles [5, 19, 20] . Several interesting problems and solutions dealing with integral representations and bounds for the following slight generalization of the generalized Mathieu series or Mathieu series with a fractional order μ, defined by S μ (r) = ∞ n=1 2n (n 2 + r 2 ) μ+1 μ > 0, r ∈ R (1. 5) can be found in the articles written by Diananda [6] , Tomovski and Trencevski [22] and Cerone and Lenard [4] . Let S μ (r) be the alternating variant of (1.5): 6) introduced recently in [13] . In [4, 5, 13, 20, 22] several integral expressions of another type were obtained for S μ (r) and S μ (r) in terms of the generalized hypergeometric functions p F q and the Bessel function of first kind J ν . Further generalizations of the Mathieu series and its alternating variants can also be find in [13, 18, 19, 21, 22] , and in the suitable references therein.
Finally, following the first author's traces [20] , we recall the definition of the generalized fractional order (μ > 0) Mathieu type power series
Obviously, we have
Here we mention the Laplace, Fourier and Mellin transforms formulae for S μ (r) and S μ (r) derived by Elezović et al. (see [7] ) and the MellinBarnes integral representation for S 1 (r; x) obtained recently by Saxena et al. in [17] .
It would be also of interest to find bridges between analyticity questions, classical orthogonal polynomials and the Mathieu power series S μ (r; x) following traces of Rusev's classical monographs [15, 16] .
The series (1.7) is in focus of our considerable interest here. We will now derive new closed form integral expression for S μ (r; x); the behaviour on the edgepoints of its convergence domain, i.e. at x = ±1 we study in the purpose of obtaining related further summation formulae. The derivation methods we adapt to represent the well-known Butzer-Flocke-Hauss Ω-function in a novel closed integral form too, consult [12] and the adequate references therein.
Integral expressions for the generalized fractional order
Mathieu type power series 
where 
now, including it into the series S μ (r; x) and summing up with respect n ∈ N, results in
Since the last expression is equivalent to the right hand side integral in (2.1) the asserted result is proved. 2 Remark 2.1. As the convergence interval of S μ (r; x) is [−1, 1], bearing in mind (1.8) we easily conclude by (2.1) the following formulae Actually, all these results are corollaries of the above obtained formula (2.1).
Another integral expression for S μ (r; x)
and for the Butzer-Flocke-Hauss Ω-function Here we present a new integral representation for S μ (r; x), then with the aid of relations (1.8) we deduce integral representations for S μ (r) and for its alternating version S μ (r).
First, let us remind the definition of the Fox-Wright generalization p Ψ q of the hypergeometric p F q function with p numerator and q denominator parameters, given by (cf., e.g., [13, Eq. (9.8) 
where For |x| < 1 we get
On the same range |x| < 1 applying the well-known relation 2x sin(xy) (x 2 + r 2 ) μ+1 dx, expanding the sine-function into Maclaurin series, then exchange the summation and integration order (such that is legitimate) we arrive to
Applying this formula to the addends of I y , we conclude by the well-known transformation formula
Now, by the duplication formula for the Pochhammer symbol:
via the hypergeometric 0 F 1 (·), belonging to the class of the so-called Bessel-type generalized hypergeometric functions, see Kiryakova [10] . Hence
Therefore, we have
So, by the inverse Fourier sine transform associated with 2x(x 2 + r 2 ) −μ−1 , we conclude
Now, considering the series
we recognize the desired Mathieu type power series' closed integral expression such that reads
xy sin y 1 − 2x cos y + x 2 dy .
This finishes the proof. 2
In what follows, we use the symbol PV for integrals in Cauchy Principal Value sense. 5) in the range of |x|
Concerning Remark 3.1, we give two interesting consequences of integral representation (3.5) for the Mathieu type power series. 
Applying to the integrand the familiar transformation formulae
it becomes
However, because of the t → cot t causes singularities in the integrand, it remains to prove the existence of the Cauchy PV integral (3.6). In this goal let us consider the integral
The function t → cot t is positive on 0, π 2 and negative for all t ∈ π 2 , π , hence
The endpoints of the integration domain 0, π are simple poles of the integrand and according to
Res e −2rt cot t; 0 = 1; Res e −2rt cot t; π = e −2rπ , I r converges, i.e. there is an absolute constant C r such that
Indeed, since
deriving both sides of (3.11) with respect to r we get
such that proves (3.10) and in the same time ensures the existence of the PV-integral I r . We prove formula (3.7) in a similar way. 2 Remark 3.2. Unfortunately, the other integral representations cannot be handled in parallel lines for general μ > 1. In that cases the PVintegrals don't exist since using the limits x → ±1, the cot and tan growth in the integrands in (3.1) and (3.5) cannot be controlled by the underlying confluent hypergeometric 0 F 1 -terms.
Sixteen years ago, Butzer et al. [2] in their investigation of the complexindex Euler function E α (z) introduced the special function 
